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About This Game
IndieGames - "A solid game with good writing and a lot of hooks to snag the
player's attention"
Two Dash Stash - "Legena: Union Tides definitely feels right at home among
the other RPGS of the era that it pays homage to."
Hardcore Gamer - "Legena: Union Tides' charming visuals, catchy soundtrack,
classic battle system and fully realized world leaves you wanting more."
GenGAME - "The game hearkens back to the 16-bit days which is evident by
it's style. If you're a JRPG fan it's definitely worth a look."
Retro Gaming Magazine - "The game will progress based on choices made by
you while playing and encounters on the overhead map are readily visible.
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Those two design choices definitely put Legena in the newer age of role playing
games."
Overview
Legena: noun: A legend that spans an era: the legend of the Narrator
Solve the mystery of the Narrator! A new take on the classic RPG featuring morale choices, ability equipping and harnessing the
weather.
Legena: Union Tides is the first game of 2D Turn-Based RPG trilogy that takes turn-based combat and adds new ideas and
designs to bring a fresh feel to the formula with the blood of the 16-Bit classics coursing through every design.

Gameplay
Choices - While your fate always remains the same, who says you cannot help to change the fates of others for the
better? Your choices will affect your allies and foes. Make the right choice and it will motivate your friends. And who
knows. You may change the future...
Carry Your Choices - By importing your saves from one game to the next, you can carry the choices you make and see
how it changes the course of history. There is no right or wrong. You must carry the results of your actions with you as
you unravel the mystery of the Narrator...
Dynamic Combat - Take part in a dynamic turn-based combat system that tells you who strikes next. Be prepared for
fatal attacks and use your enemies attack pattern to your advantage.
Weather - Harness the power of the weather! Empower your fire spells by making the weather hot. Become shrouded in
fog to reduce your foes accuracy. But be warned, they too can use the weather against you.
Skill Equipping - Made from the Channelling itself. Equip Feathers to use a range of spells in combat and unleash more
powerful spells by equipping feathers of the same type!
Difficulty Grid - Need a meatier challenge? Too hard? Why not use the Difficulty Grid to find your difficulty? You
can use the grid to modify Enemies, Rewards and your own SP and CP consumption. Dare you try the Insanity Mode?
Replayability - With the Difficulty Grid and Choices comes an increase in replay value. And not just because you have
more modes and choices to play with. Unlock hidden codes and secrets each time you play a new difficulty mode to
discover new content ranging from new weapons to characters and dungeons...

Story
Have you seen the Red Sky? And the Green Lightning? Rumour has it that whenever the sky turns red and the land is struck by
green, the Narrator appears. A time traveller I hear. You best be a good boy. You best be a good girl. Otherwise the Legena will
come true. The Narrator will get you.
Long thought to be just a childhood monster under the bed, the children of the world sleep quietly and scared of him.
Keeping in line and never stepping a foot out of line. But throughout history, records show the Narrator has claimed his
victims. His kill tally out-shines any criminal or army.
On their way to Dynol and Vesira to bring peace between all lands, Tetiro Aceus runs into a man named Scholar who holds the
secrets to the Narrator's downfall. Every question you have he knows. And the Narrator knows it. The Narrator is coming for
Scholar. Running from the Narrator, Tetiro Aceus and Atesan Turwin are hired to protect Scholar from the Narrator.
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Meanwhile, other heroes are making a move. An old friend of Tetiro and Atesan's is heading to Dynol to solve a mystery of
missing people. A Pirate Lord and his trusty companion are planning to steal a ship. And a toy animal comes to life, not
knowing who she is or where she came from. Together, they will solve the rumours that surround Dynol and Vesira.

Letter from Grandpa Pixel
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Don't. Waste. Your. Money. On. This.. I really loved airline tycoon, but this one is just not enjoyable.. Great break out style
game. destroy crap and its fun. Incredible artwork and a fun story with multiple endings and methods to reach them make this a
game well worth its asking price.. This game is the big gey and that means something 3/10.. First impressions:
http://www.cublikefoot.com/glacier-3-the-meltdown-first-impressions/
Glacier 3: The Meltdown is your typical "destructive" racing game. It's nothing too special, but it did a fantastic job keeping me
entertained during my first play session.
Nothing much can be said about what makes Glacier 3 special from other, similar games. Like I said, it is pretty typical. The
game features eight vehicles to choose from and a variety of tracks that can be driven on. There are several power-ups spread
throughout each of the tracks, each granting you some kind of advantage. I stuck with missiles the entire time. They act like the
red shells in Mario Kart, homing in on enemies (most of the time).
The game's physics, however, were very amusing. The vehicles each made very sharp turns, very easily, at high speeds. I also
bounced off a rock at one point, like a basketball, landing back on the track. That was quite fun. The AI beat me everytime,
aside from one track, where I went all-out with missiles, so the game can be a bit challenging at times, but nothing that a good
missile or two can't solve.
There's not much else to say about Glacier 3. If I were to attempt to justify its price, I would pin that on how ridiculous the
racing is (physics, weapons, etc.). It is fun, but has some technical issues that I wish had been addressed, such as the resolution,
which is locked at some low resolution.
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Good podcast game, love it. Needs more hair.. This is an outragous rip-off. I can't believe I had to pay for this. I wish there
would be some basic quality check gate with steam. If developers need pre-finance or want to check market for demand they
should use kickstarter not steam store.
This is a one day work result of a skilled programmer, it is far away from an early access preview. I would not even waste my
time again with this if it was for free. Free Windows MS-Paint in 2D delivers about 50 times more functionality than this nano
size app.. 4/10
Sorry, James, I can't play your game anymore.
In Sorry, James, you play as a man named James Garner. When the game begins, you're asked by your boss to decrypt some
files. You decrypt the files by completing puzzles that, as noted in the game's description, are initially similar to Minesweeper.
I'm not usually a big fan of puzzle games, but I do enjoy Minesweeper and thought that the salacious nature of the story would
keep me engaged. Completing puzzles reveals chat transcripts between a "woman" named Elisa and a man named Tom.
However, at least initially, you are only able to read Elisa's side of the conversation.
I loved the aesthetic of the game - the processing noises and mechanical keyboard clacks, and the dated desktop. I also enjoyed
the first two levels of puzzles (pt1.a and pt2.a). However, the puzzles ramp up considerably in complexity until they become
much more difficult than Minesweeper ever was. I found that after a while I just wasn't enjoying myself any more. I think that I
was under the impression that Sorry, James was primarily a compelling story that simply had a few puzzles to keep the player
engaged and pace the exposition. However, it's really a puzzle game at heart.
The story never grabbed me, and it didn't help that the English translation is very rough and the chats were sometimes
challenging to comprehend. It's pretty obvious that the game was not originally an English one. It would benefit the developer to
hire an English translator for the dialogue.
I think my error was that I thought I was buying a meta-level story with a few puzzles on the side, and it's really more of a puzzle
game with a meta-level story on the side. I feel that the strategy needed to complete the puzzles could be much clearer (I had to
look up what multiple symbols indicated outside of the game), and the story could unfold quicker to justify the effort of solving
the more complicated puzzles.. Part try and die - part learn what stupid thing you didn't pay attention to this time that caused a
boulder to fall on your head - part incremental increase - part OH M GOD ITS 2 IN THE MORNING.. ONE MORE GAME part retro delight. Quarries has become into one of my go to "pick up" "put down.. fine one more game" - favorites and I'm glad
to see it on Steam! Highly recommended.. Bought because Mikleo dressed up as Leon is something I NEED.
\/\/throws away money
I am trash.. Really basic horizontal shooter. It seems its main draws are the clay graphics, which I didn't really care for, and 3
player co-op, which I will never use. I never played the first Platypus, but I know that this one doesn't stack up to games such as
Gradius or Tyrian. Also, sound only comes out of the right speaker.. I have somewhat mixed feelings about giving this a
negative review, because it is actually a good game.
The reason it gets a negative review are just a few things that drag the game down, and I'll list these problems here. There are
plenty of other reviews talking about the good stuff so I'll skip over that.
1: The tutorial doesn't really teach you jack♥♥♥♥♥♥(reminiscent of the X series tutorials, really ♥♥♥♥ing bad)
2: There is no save system, or rather, the game is played in ironman mode only, and relies exclusively on an autosave function. I
don't know fully how that autosave function works but if you just quit the game, then start it up again, you will be in the same
spot as before. This means that if you make ANY kind of mistake, you're locked into them, and there are so many big mistakes
to be made in this game because...
3: Lack of detailed information about just about anything in the research tree. (EVEN IF YOU LOOK ONLINE!) this makes it
really easy to say research something, like a tier 4 tech, that actually requires resources that can only be obtained from tier 5
tech factories that no faction in the game owns early in the game, (Which means you have to make it yourself, which means
some tech is useless until you have a higher tier tech in order to be able to produce it!). This is just one of many huge cases
where lack of information only allows you to be wise of something after you've messed up a save you may have spent hours or
days in, and ruined your entire playthrough. At which point, back to point 2; you would have to restart from the beginning,
which is just not ok.
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There's a workaround to save, by copying your save files manually to another folder when you want to save; but why the ♥♥♥♥
should users have to go through so much trouble for a function that has existed in video games since the very beginning of video
game history?! This is just utterly ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥.
These are 3 problems that compound to make the game terribly much worse than it otherwise would be.
Lack of information could have been solved with a good tutorial, and an actual save system could have mitigated just how
painful it is for a user to make mistakes due to that lack of information, since they could just save everytime before they
research something or make otherwise big in-game decisions like building certain factories or ships.
But combined, these 3 seemingly not that huge issues, become a profoundly huge (and extremely easily fixable) issue that
honestly the developers have no legitimate excuse for not doing something about.
If it wasn't for these 3 issues however, the game is great. It's a space sim sandbox based entirely around the idea of building a
trade empire and achieving world domination with it, It's great but it doesn't matter how great it is if it's borderline unplayable
for beginners.
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